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Lisa Druxman, a certified personaltrainer and fitness professional,knows one of the challenges
newmoms face: How do I get backinto shape after giving birth?After Lisa gave birth to her
firstchild, she developed exercisesthat she could do with her baby,using power walks, the
stroller,and exercise tubing. Now shebrings the proven techniques ofStroller Strides to moms
everywhere, with a total f tnessprogram for pre- and postnatal fitness and nutrition.In addition to
stroller-based workouts, Lisa outlinesfront-pack carrier workouts and eating plans to
combatpost-baby weight gain, energy loss, and mood swings.LEAN MOMMY gives moms the
ability to have it all:satisfying workouts, real results, and bonding timewith baby.

About the AuthorLisa Druxman lives in San Diego, California. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.
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DEDICATIONHOW CAN I dedicate this book to anyone but my children? It was Jacob who
inspired me to start Stroller Strides. And it is both Jacob and Rachel who inspire me every day to
be a better mom. I have learned the pureness of love and the joy of life from both of you. While
my children were the ones who inspired me, it is my husband who supports me. Without you,
Jason, I could not get through a day of what we have taken on. Without your blessing and
support, there would be no Stroller Strides or any of these other wonderful projects. Every time I
come up with a new idea, you encourage me to follow through. You are the wind beneath my
wings! I dedicate this book to my family. I love you more than you’ll ever know!

ACKNOWLEDGMENTSFROM LISAIt is not often enough that we have the opportunity to thank
those who help and support us each day. I am grateful for the opportunity to thank you all
now.Thank you to my co-author, Martica. This has been an unbelievable learning experience
and I thought we made a great team. I hope you have learned and been as inspired as I
have.Thank you to my agent, Linda Konner, for believing in me and introducing me to such a
great publisher. I do hope that this will be the first book of many that we create together.Thank
you to everyone at Hachette Book Group. Chris, you have been a joy to work with and we can’t
wait to share Lean Mommy with you now that you’re a mom yourself.And one thousand thanks to
my Stroller Strides team. They didn’t have a hand in writing this, but I could not have done it were
they not doing such a fabulous job running my company. You are all amazing and I am so



blessed to get to work with you each day.I am blessed to have much support. Any mom knows
the impossibility of getting things done with children around. I thank my Michael, Joel, and Bobbi
for always helping with the kids so that I could finish this book.And finally, this book is about how
you as a parent can shape the future for your children. Thank you, Mom and Dad, for having
such a positive impact on me. If you are proud of me, you should be proud of yourselves
because I would not be who I am were it not for you.FROM MARTICAIt is never easy to write a
book. Much like having a baby, it’s a process. I hope that Lisa and I have managed to give birth
to not only an effective body-transforming plan, but a powerful way to help overcome the internal
struggles that all women face.I have come out of this experience with even more respect for Lisa
than I had when we started. If anyone can be an inspiration to moms, it’s she. Lisa is truly
genuine and her passion is real. And she has an extremely wise head on her front-pack-
strapped shoulders.Thank you to Lisa, Linda Konner, Chris Park, Sarah Sper, and everyone at
Hachette, and my friends and family. And even though he can’t read, I thank my beloved sixteen-
year-old cat, Fred, who purred on my lap during endless hours on my computer.

INTRODUCTIONA Mom, a Baby and a MissionMotherhood. Welcome to the ultimate life-
changing experience. As a new mom, no part of your life is recognizable, including your body,
which is why you’re now reading this book.Being a mom can be the most wonderful and joyous
time. But it’s not always easy. Suddenly, on top of all your other normal obligations, you’ve got
this new little one who trumps all other priorities! If you have a husband, other kids who still need
your TLC, or another job among your responsibilities, it’s no surprise that you feel overwhelmed,
overworked, and, well, exhausted. And with society’s focus on appearance, it’s hard not to
obsess on the physical aftermath of having a baby.The one most likely to suffer from this
scenario is you. If you’re like most new mothers, you probably make yourself the last priority.
Being a mom is all-encompassing. It’s easy to become a martyr mom—giving up precious
minutes for yourself, even though now is when you need me-time the most—not just to regain
your pre-pregnancy shape, but to stay energized and healthy so that you can be the best
mommy possible!I’m a mom of two young kids. I’ve struggled through these pressures, too—and
I continue to do so. As the owner of a national company and being a full-time mother, I find it
extremely hard to practice what I preach. But on most days, I feel like I’ve mastered that juggling
act. And through my company, Stroller Strides, I’ve helped tens of thousands of other struggling
moms make it work, too. As a result, they look better and feel more confident than they ever have
before (even before motherhood). You will read some of their inspiring testimonials throughout
this book.In the following pages, I will share with you the methods that have worked for Stroller
Strides moms across the country. You’ll see how becoming a Lean Mommy is not just a training
of the body. It’s a training of the mind. This book isn’t about undertaking drastic dieting or boot-
camp workouts to get back into shape. It’s about getting more energy from food and exercise
and overcoming the mental obstacles that block your ability to stay fit and make healthy choices.
What’s unique about this book is the focus on you being a positive role model for your family. If



you don’t do it, who will?OVERCOMING OBSTACLESWe all know what we are supposed to eat,
and that we are supposed to exercise. So why don’t we do it? The secret tool to achieving the
body you want is changing the way you think to develop a health-oriented perspective on your
body. It’s time to get off the diet cycle and start living a balanced life—if for no other reason than
to teach your children healthy living.I grew up in Southern California in a loving family. Yet, I
remember from a young age feeling the pressure to achieve a better body. I spent my teens and
early twenties going from one extreme diet to another and obsessing about exercising. I spent
hours dissecting what I ate and even longer logging in workout sessions. When I would let up
from my rigid patterns, I would binge. Despite my discipline, I never looked the way I wanted to. I
was in shape, but I weighed thirty-five pounds more than I do today.I gradually realized that the
way I was living was not healthy, either physically or mentally. So I decided to release the
constant pressure I put on myself. I took away all the food rules I lived by, and I started picking
foods that would not only fuel me, but that would taste good and not leave me feeling deprived. I
cut back on workouts and changed my motivation to exercise: I now exercised because I felt like
moving, not to burn off as many calories as possible.It worked. By relieving the anxiety I had felt
toward exercise and eating, I became more at peace with myself. And by changing the behaviors
that led to my unhealthy habits, the weight started coming off. It took time, conscious effort, and
repeated attempts. But once I chose to live in a way that reaffirmed I wanted to be happy and
fulfilled, rather than be a slave to what I looked like, my life improved dramatically. My personal
training business became packed with clients when I started incorporating the same techniques
that I used on myself. I created a program called L.E.A.N. (Learn Eating Awareness and
Nutrition) to help other women achieve the same results. It was such a success that I began
lecturing at international fitness conferences and renowned spas such as the Golden Door. Lean
Mommy is based on this program.OLD INSECURITIES RESURFACEI make good eating
choices to fuel my body. However, when we had to schedule photos for this book, that familiar
pressure to diet and be thin re-emerged. I had not quite lost all of my baby weight. Yet I was
supposed to show that it could be done! I snuck in a dieting attempt, but as soon as I did, I felt
deprived and ended up making worse eating choices. Old habits die hard, including dieting
habits. I realized that this was my chance to be a role model, not a bikini model. I am a happy,
healthy mom in these pictures and you can be, too!The key to my success was using a
psychological technique known as cognitive behavior therapy. In a nutshell, you pinpoint the
thoughts behind your unwanted behaviors, and then change the way you think to improve the
way you act. People by human nature want to avoid pain and will do anything to achieve
pleasure. This can manifest in different ways. For some, the constant effort of regular exercise
and continually making healthier food choices is perceived to be tough, or painful. So they stick
to what seems easy, or pleasurable: being a couch potato and eating anything and everything
that is fast and tasty. Others may perceive being overweight as painful and thin as pleasurable.
So they will go to any extreme to get there: crazy diets, over-exercise, and questionable
treatments, drugs, or dietary supplements.When I made my life-affirming switch, pain and



pleasure were redefined for me. Following extreme behaviors and eating unhealthful foods now
brought me pain. And feeling strong, energized, and good about myself gave me pleasure. So,
dieting and deprivation were out; health and acceptance were in. Slowly, but purposefully, I
changed the behaviors in my life that didn’t contribute to my health. In Lean Mommy, you will
learn how to live the lean life and also focus on your emotional well-being.MY BEST LESSON IN
HEALTH … PREGNANCYAlthough my perceptions and priorities were now in the right place, it
really wasn’t until I became pregnant that I had my true “a ha!” moment. That’s when I realized
what real health was all about. From the start, I was in awe of my pregnancy. I took better care of
myself than I ever had. I chose good foods because I wanted to fuel my baby’s growth. I
exercised because I knew it would benefit the baby, but I didn’t overdo it because I wanted to
protect the baby. Everything I did was for my child—deciding not to get my hair colored (because
of the negative effect of the chemicals) or getting a massage because I thought the relaxation
would be good for the baby. I got more sleep, stressed less at work, and never missed a day of
vitamins. I took better care of myself during my pregnancy than any other time of my life. And I
was at my happiest.From the moment Jacob was born, I wanted to be the best mom I could be. I
continued to stay nourished and fit to have the strength for everything that breastfeeding and
motherhood demanded. It dawned on me later: What I did for myself then is what all of us should
do and how all of us should think, all of the time, for the rest of our lives, not just during
pregnancy. This wasn’t only the birth of a new life, it was the birth of a new mentality. It had been
years since I got off the diet roller coaster, but it wasn’t until I became a mom that I can truly say
that I embraced my own health. Sometimes, what we won’t do for ourselves, we will do for our
children.As Jacob grew older, I found myself continuing to make better personal choices with
him in mind. Whether it was not eating candy in front of him or making sure that our weekend
activities incorporated activity, I was very cognizant of how my actions would shape his future—
whether he would enjoy food and exercise, or struggle with them, and whether he would be able
to make good choices. I realized that the only way that I could pave the way for a healthful
existence for my children was to live and believe it myself and model the lifestyle that I wanted
them to learn.THE BIRTH OF STROLLER STRIDESFinding my own balance inspired me to start
a company to help other women do the same. During my pregnancy, I had been distraught at the
thought of having to go back to work. But being a stay-at-home mom was just not an option for
me. Once Jacob was born, my time with him became even more precious. I didn’t want to drop
him off at day care just so I could work out. But I needed to get back in shape: I was going to be
offering a new weight management program for the line of clubs I worked for. It’s a vain business
I work in and I knew that I had to look fit to inspire others to do the same.“IT took me thirty years
and Lisa’s help to gain control over my weight. Before I got pregnant I was 225 pounds. I had
always been an emotional eater and tried diet after diet. Then I followed Lisa’s L.E.A.N. and
Stroller Strides’ programs and finally found the motivation to stick to healthier habits long
enough to see results and feel better about myself. I’m now 171 pounds and more than halfway
to my goal. It may take another year, but I know that I will do it.”—JEN FRANKLIN, 35,mom of



Nicholas, 5, and Laura, 2,San Diego, CaliforniaSo I created a workout that I could do with Jacob.
That hour together was the best for both of us. I discovered that the stroller was a great tool for
exercises like lunges and squats and the park could become a gym when I used tables for push-
ups and benches for triceps dips. I had to make the workout baby-friendly. For instance, I quickly
learned that I couldn’t do cardio first and then plant Jacob in one spot for an extended time while
I did my strength moves. There was no way that he would stay happy sitting still for too long. So I
wove the two together, pausing to do a few strength exercises every few minutes during my
stroller walk. Mom was happy. Baby was happy.What I was still missing was socialization. I did
not know a single other mom! Other moms must want to take off weight, I thought, and other
moms must want to meet other moms. During a stroller walk with Jacob, I got the inspiration to
start a playgroupworkout class in my neighborhood. Four people came to that first Stroller
Strides class in Encinitas, California.Word spread quickly, and one year later I had twelve
locations and over 1,000 moms participating! Six years later, Stroller Strides has hundreds of
locations and tens of thousands participating across the country. I share these details with you to
show that I was not alone in wanting to get in shape, spend time with my baby, and feel better
about myself—and neither are you. I now have two children. My daughter, Rachel, was about
nine months old when we took these pictures for the book. With each of my children, I was able
to get back to my pre-pregnancy weight in nine months simply with balanced eating and easy-to-
fit-in Stroller Strides workouts.“STROLLER Strides is the only workout I’ve stuck with and I don’t
feel guilty about leaving my son. I actually look forward to working out instead of dreading it.”—
KELLY VAN JEN,mom of Jason, 10, and Jessie, 5,Vista, CaliforniaI’m here to help you look
better, feel better, and to feel better about the way you look. If you follow my plan, I promise you
will become what I call an Opti-Mom—a woman who is empowered to make life-affirming
lifestyle choices.An Opti-Mom trains herself to recognize that it feels good to live a healthy life,
and that her body is meant to be loved and appreciated in the process. Her example conveys her
positive mind-set and healthy behaviors to her kids. Our children learn from how we speak, act,
and think. So by taking care of yourself, you are taking even better care of your children than you
would as a martyr mom. Being an Opti-Mom allows you to focus on what really matters: your
family. There should never be a moment that you miss in your baby’s life because you are
distracted, worrying about what you eat or a less-than-favorite body part. As an Opti-Mom who
takes care of herself, you will get into the best shape of your life, and will become the healthy
role model that your child needs.Don’t worry, I know that you want to share every precious
moment with your new baby. The best thing about my program is that it won’t take time away
from your child, because your baby is with you every step of the way. Lean Mommy is the first
book to help you bond with your baby while you work out. This way you can do what you need to
do for yourself guilt-free—and baby will be giggling (or crying!) with you through every squat,
lunge, and hill climb. Get ready to reach new levels of health, fitness, and inner peace.

CHAPTER 1Your Post-Baby BodyYou came out of pregnancy with a different body. Plus, the



physical demands of motherhood take a real physical and mental toll. This chapter explains your
new needs and how to emerge fitter and stronger than ever.THE NEW YOUDuring pregnancy,
your body was a mixing pot of vastly changing hormones. Virtually every part of you was
affected. There were profound changes in your cardiovascular system—including increases in
the amount of blood that your heart pumped out and increases in your heart rate. A faster
breathing rate helped you take in more oxygen and exhale the extra carbon dioxide that resulted
from breathing for two. The amount of blood in your body increased and your body adapted to
regulate its core temperature to keep baby in a favorable environment. Hormones like estrogen
and progesterone increased. Your thyroid gland enlarged and your metabolism sped up, too.As
your baby grew, your anatomy changed. Your ligaments and cartilage loosened because of the
hormone relaxin. Your ribs, pelvis, and other joints expanded to accommodate your growing
girth. Postural distortions and subsequent back pain may have occurred. Your balance may have
been affected—and it may still be a little off as your body shifts back to being baby-less. Your
feet, ankles, and knee alignment also may have altered to adapt to these postural
changes.Many of the hormonal adaptations that occur during pregnancy persist for months
afterward. This period—from delivery to the point when the reproductive organs return to a
nonpregnant state—is known as the postpartum period. The extra flexibility in your body may
linger for up to three months, or even longer if you are breastfeeding. Extra mobility often means
less stability. Some of these anatomical changes could last a lifetime if you do not take
deliberate action to address them.The new you is more fragile than you may think. You can’t just
jump back into the same old exercise routine (if you had one). And you shouldn’t dive into a
quick-fix diet. You have special needs now—unique physical, physiological, nutritional, and even
emotional considerations that need to be factored into your new-mom life.10 COMMON POST-
PREGNANCY CHALLENGESBeing pregnant and delivering a baby are normal physiological
states. But that doesn’t mean that they don’t wreak havoc on your body! Of course, with time,
your body (mostly) reverts back to normal. But it’s important to optimize the recovery process.
And if you thought that pregnancy was tough on your body, you’ll find out that the tasks of
motherhood take their own unique tolls, too! But understanding the potential weaknesses in your
postpartum body and doing what you can to strengthen them can help you alleviate or even
avoid aches and pains. Here are common problems that new moms face—and how Lean
Mommy will help you.• POST-PREGNANCY CHALLENGE #1: POOR POSTURE •Having
twenty-five, thirty-five, or more pounds of baby weight in your belly created a shift in the way you
held yourself. Your center of gravity moves forward as the baby grows and this often leads to an
increased arch in your lower back, a rounded upper back, a forward tilt of your hip bones, and a
slight jutting forward of your neck and head. Each woman’s body adjusts differently, but
everyone’s body accommodates for the pregnancy. Worse, your muscles may strengthen to
support this new way of holding yourself, and if you don’t rebalance them, this distorted posture
may stick with you for life.WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT: Targeting the weaker, over-stretched
muscles and stretching the tight, over-activated muscles can establish better muscle balance.



Your body has become used to this alignment—both when the baby weight in your belly pulled
you forward, and now when you hold him or her close or during everyday mommy duties like
bending over while picking baby up, or getting the stroller in and out of the car. So, you may find
yourself stuck in a constant forward slump all day. The Lean Mommy plan redresses this
movement imbalance by integrating pulling motions to strengthen the muscles in the back to
help you stand and move straighter and taller. Stretches for the tight pushing muscles in the
chest also help keep you feeling upright rather than hunched. See pages 159–160, “Chest
Stretch,” and pages 132–133, “Tubing Row,” for example.• POST-PREGNANCY CHALLENGE
#2: ACHING BACK •It’s no surprise that the posture distortion can strain your back. Even when
you shed some weight, your back can still feel fatigued or painful because being a mom requires
constant leaning forward and carrying extra weight. Bending over can be stressful for the spine
because the discs between each spinal vertebra get compressed. When you’re sleep-deprived,
exhausted, and overwhelmed, you can forget to use the best posture to lift, carry, and hold your
little one (and all his paraphernalia).WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT: Learning how to minimize
the load on your back during everyday mommy movements, such as when nursing or picking up
baby, is the key to tackling neck, upper back, and shoulder pain. Plus, strengthening your core
ab and back muscles to provide support when your spine needs it can help alleviate back
discomfort. The Lean Mommy plan will show you how to make motherhood feel better simply by
moving in a more effective way. You’ll also learn ab and back moves to keep your torso strong
and stable. See pages 59–62 and pages 117–118, “Baby Plank,” and page 115, “Supermans,”
for example.• POST-PREGNANCY CHALLENGE #3: TOO MUCH BELLY AND TOO MANY
POUNDS •The number one complaint of new moms is their tummy—a combination of lingering
body fat, stretched-out skin, and poor muscle tone. Even if you didn’t love your stomach before,
in retrospect it looked much better than you ever realized! You wonder if it can ever feel flat or
firm again. Some women eat more and become less active in the postpartum period and actually
gain weight after they have the baby!Women who are more active while pregnant are more likely
to slim down after giving birth. But women who are active in the immediate postpartum period
are also likely to drop a few dress sizes. Even though you should wait about six weeks before
engaging in vigorous activity, there are things you can do immediately to incorporate exercise
back into your life. Even if you’ve waited longer, it’s never too late to start being active and reap
the rewards. Although I’m not a proponent of worrying about your weight, it is important to get
back down to a healthy weight because not doing so may contribute to staying overweight or
even becoming obese in the future.“EXCITING news! I have an ab! Woo hoo! I might be getting
another one soon, but Lisa is the one that has helped me get there. She rocks!”— JEN COX,
38,mom of Mackenzie, 5, Kelsey, 3,and Crosby, 18 months,San Diego, CaliforniaWHAT YOU
CAN DO ABOUT IT: Your stomach will naturally recede as you lose your baby weight. The
inches and pounds will come off from staying active and making smart eating choices. But doing
the right amount of physical activity and performing specific tummy-tightening moves correctly
will ensure that you slim down and firm up in a way that’s easy, safe for your joints, and more



likely to be permanent. See pages 101–104, for example.“IT took me a solid nine months to lose
it, but now I am twenty pounds lighter than even before I was pregnant, and lighter than I was
when I got married. Plus, I have the energy of teenager! (Good, I need it now!)”—RACHEL
PUSTILNIK, 32,mom of Morgan, 3,Richmond, Virginia• POST-PREGNANCY CHALLENGE #4:
UNCONTROLLED PEEING OR LEAKING •When you were pregnant, the added weight and
internal shifting of your organs magnified the pressure on your bladder, resulting in an increased
urge to pee. If you had a vaginal delivery, you may have suffered trauma to the pelvic floor
muscles, which can contribute to further incontinence. Either way you can end up with a
permanently weakened bladder mechanism and pelvic floor muscles. You might experience just
occasional leakage when you exert yourself (such as picking up the stroller, sneezing, or
coughing). Or you may be silently suffering with a constant urge to urinate (even when there is
nothing there), or a loss of control (you don’t make it to the toilet in time). It’s imperative to take
corrective measures now because whether you experience incontinence later in life is
associated with the level and length of time you experience incontinence after each birth.what
you can do about it: Muscle fibers in the pelvic floor have an amazing recuperative ability. But
you need to give them the proper stimulus. Most women can return to normal by performing
pelvic floor exercises, as shown in the Lean Mommy plan. See pages 62–65.• POST-
PREGNANCY CHALLENGE #5: SEPARATED AB MUSCLES •After your second trimester you
may have noticed a gap at the midsection of your belly. This condition, known as diastasis recti,
is a separation of connective tissue in your outermost abdominal muscle, the rectus abdominis.
Because your ab muscles split and widen, the muscles provide less stability. There are varying
degrees of separation and the problem can persist or even worsen if you’re not careful.WHAT
YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT: You’ll need to learn how to do corrective exercises to help the muscle
fibers rejoin. The Lean Mommy plan helps you identify if you have this condition and shows ab
exercises that will help. See pages 57–58.• POST-PREGNANCY CHALLENGE #6:
SCRUNCHED SHOULDERS •I call it “the hunchback of motherhood”: muscles that raise the
shoulders tighten while muscles that hold them down weaken. Many mommy motions
encourage this shoulder slump: bearing the weight of milk-heavy breasts, nursing baby, holding
baby close, and carrying diaper bags, car seats, and strollers. If the back muscle that runs from
your neck to your shoulders and upper back, the trapezius, spasms from being continually tight,
you may feel neck strain or pain that can extend through your shoulders, back, and even
arms.WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT: Practice holding yourself in an upright posture,
strengthening the back muscles while stretching the chest muscles. Learning to recognize—and
stop yourself—when you slump is key. So, instead of bending over to breastfeed, you should
bring baby up to your breast. The Lean Mommy plan includes exercises to help you hold yourself
erect and to train the back muscles. See pages 116–117, for example.• POST-PREGNANCY
CHALLENGE #7: DISCOMFORT OR PAIN IN YOUR WRISTS •Before pregnancy, you might
have been accustomed to holding a heavy purse or lugging a gym bag. Suddenly, you are
hoisting an extra ten, twenty, or even thirty pounds on an hourly basis as you carry your child and



all the stuff that goes with him! Your back and shoulders are not the only body parts to bear the
brunt of this added weight. Your wrists can become strained, too. You could be prone to carpal
tunnel syndrome, a condition caused by excess pressure on a nerve in the wrist caused by
edema, or swelling. Bending at your wrist can exacerbate this problem. You may experience
numbness, tingling, or pain in your fingers, thumb, and hand when you push the stroller or hold
baby. Carpal tunnel syndrome can appear during pregnancy or in the postnatal period.WHAT
YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT: Resting your wrists and maintaining proper wrist alignment when you
pick things up or push your stroller can alleviate the problem. When you are pain-free, wrist
flexion and wrist extension strengthening moves, along with stretches to the hand and fingers,
can prevent further aggravation. Some breastfeeding moms notice that their pain recedes after
weaning. Lean Mommy focuses on these and other subtle actions that can put pressure on a
body that’s already been taxed from pregnancy. See page 65.• POST-PREGNANCY
CHALLENGE #8: NO TIME TO EAT RIGHT OR TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF •Eating can
become a physical—and emotional—struggle for a new mom. From a practical perspective, you
are so focused on taking care of baby and the rest of your family that your own mealtimes can be
rushed or forgotten altogether. If you skip meals, you may be so famished that you head straight
for the easiest thing to eat—fast food or a bag of cookies! At the same time, your awareness of
your excess flab can trigger pangs of guilt: Should I be eating this? When it comes to fitting in
workouts or time to relax, the same mental battles arise where you pit your welfare against that
of your baby or family: I need to exercise, but I can’t leave baby. Usually, you accept the sacrifice
and tough it out. But putting self-care on hold completely can seriously impair a new mom’s
quality of life.
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Montana, “Four Stars. i was a good book that helps me”

JT, “Fit to Deliver book. This is a great fitness book for prenatal and postnatal excercise
especially with a stroller”

Armchair Interviews, “Good info for any new mom. How can a new mom not like a book that
opens with reality? As the introduction says, after you've had a baby, nothing in your life is
recognizable. Certainly not your body. And while you are doing your best to care for a whole
other person, you don't need to be obsessing over what you can't do for yourself. Enter Lean
Mommy.Utilizing nearly microscopic lifestyle changes that include your baby and boatloads of
encouragement, Lisa Druxman provides the plan that will really work for new mothers. As she
says, we new moms don't have time for hours in the gym, but we do want to spend time with our
kids. At the ultimate of multi-tasking that we moms are so good at, we can bond with our new
babies and get in the best shape of our lives.What I most enjoyed about this book is the
overriding message of "you CAN do this." I found as I read that I was implementing little
changes. And, as she says, even 100 calories a day adds up over a year. This book doesn't
provide a get-skinny-quick scheme--it provides a way to change your life. And as we get fit we
will also be promoting a healthy lifestyle for our children who are with us every step of the way.If I
have a complaint about this book, it is that a couple of the exercises are not pictured and the
description wasn't quite clear. Maybe the lack of clarity is because I was obsessing over details
that didn't matter, but surely I am not the only one who obsesses over details--this is written for
mothers for Heaven's sake!Armchair Interview says: Overall, this book is a winner.”

K. Johnson, “Not your typical exercise book!. This was an excellent book for moms trying to lose
the baby weight. Ms. Druxman offers not just excellent exercise and nutrition advice, but also
inspiring health advice as well. Lots of great tools and ideas on how to get on track with exercise
and nutrition and for living a healthy lifestyle as well. As a fitness professional specializing in
prental and postpartum exercise I was impressed with both the practicality and knowledge. I
would definitely recommend to my clients and any other mom striving to live a healthy lifestyle
for themselves and their families!”

Maggie Grayson, “THE book for ALL Mommies!!. Lisa has done a phenom job of including all
the tools that a Mom needs to take care of her health, be a good example for her family, and
become an Opti-Mom:) As a fitness professional she has covered everything necessary to make
lifelong changes, and as a Mom she has addresses many concerns that Moms have about their
body, health, and babies! I think this book is a MUST for MOMMIES!!!”

Momof2, “Love it!. What a great book...very motivating and encouraging! My 9 mo old loves



doing the exercises with me and I have been able to make small changes that add up to a lot!
As Lisa says, I CAN do it and I love that my little one now has a healthy role model in his
mommy!”

M. Garner, “Mommies Must Read!. This book is very easy to read and even easier to apply. It's
not about DIET, but about healthy lifestyle changes that are easy to maintain. If you are a
mommy, this is a must-read! You will finish it feeling hopeful and capable, not overwhelmed, as
is the case with most weight loss books.  Enjoy!”

The book by Lisa Druxman has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 14 people have provided feedback.
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